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Why Spoken English?
In today’s global world, English has emerged
as a link language. A good command over English
is a must for anyone who wants to communicate
effectively and succeed in the global village.

 A command over spoken English involves more than
just a good vocabulary; it involves correct diction
stressing on the right parts and pausing at the right places.
These are skills that are acquired through practice,
observation and training. The best way to acquire
these is through a programme that exclusively
emphasises on spoken English. The Trainer Edge

The Spoken English Course for schools covers all 
the vital components that help students speak 
better English. The course designed by BBC /EE,
who are experts in the nuances of the language
andprovide individual attention, focusing on the
exclusive needs of the learners to help them speak
confidently. The course teaches practical spoken English
unlike other courses that focus on only language
rules and facts.

The course is a unique blend of 40 classroom sessions
and self-learning sessions. The self-learning is app-based
and allows students to practice at their own pace.
The use of BBC scenarios helps students
speak English fluently.

The Expert Edge
The best way to learn flawless English is from the
experts themselves. This course combines authentic
BBC (British Broadcasting Corporation) news stories
with specially developed learning activities to help
young learners become proficient in English and
communicate fluently, effectively and confidently.

The BBC Edge
The traditional method of teaching English in India
emphasises on only grammar, rote learning and
translations, etc.; it does not foster effective
speaking skills. What students need is a specially
designed course coupled with effective methodology
that not only teaches them to speak correctly but also
improves their diction and accent.
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Product Details:
Content & Technology

SPOKEN ENGLISH 
COURSE FOR SCHOOLS

Robust Train the
Trainer Program

Training trainers about the most effective methods of
classroom training, engagement techniques, story-telling.

Training trainers on the best way to use our software to
teach English language.

Subject-matter knowledge.

Equipping the trainers with basic IT skills for installation,
batch creation, registration, usage and synchronization.

Well-Structured
Multimedia Content

40 hours of Software-led content per level.
15 hours of student practice per level.
4 skills approach, giving emphasis on listening,
speaking.
Course designed to build creative and critical thinking
and cognitive skills.
Rich multimedia content that stimulates aural and
visual senses.

Interactive 
Multimedia Software

Trainer & Technical
Manual

Mobile App 

Web login for
online self practice

The Content/
Methodology

Unique blended learning format, featuring an optimal
combination of instructor-led classroom sessions and
self-guided learning and practice through app.

40 classes per year.

App to help students learn and practice at their own pace.

Learning mirror tool in the app allows students to enact
a character in a role-play scenario.

Content enriched with several multimedia elements
including audio, video, record and compare features.

Age-appropriate prose and poetry selections,
ranging from classic to contemporary.

Assessments

Emphasis on practical English for everyday conversations.
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Features
of the

app content
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Glossary to support and improve
vocabulary, usage and pronunciation

Numerous exercises to ensure
adequate practice

App helps students to learn and
practice at their own pace

Game-based interactivities that
increase skills and inject enthusiasm

for learning

Mirror learning and video recording
helps students to speak

with confidence 

Enterprise Mobile
Platform (EMP)
1.)  Sometimes connected functionality:
      Content is downloaded, the first time,
       on local drive and can be accessed offline
       after that. Android app, iOS app and
       Desktop app are all available in
       sometimes connected mode.

2.) Accent Reduction Tool (ART) 
      Vocabulary Builder: 
      Users can practice speaking new words
      after listening to expert voice.

3.) Learning Mirror Tool:
      Learner enacts a character in a role paly
      scenario while using this tool3.

4.) Games:
      Games makes learning and practicing
      grammar fun and reinforce the concepts
      taught in class. 
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Partnership Edge
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Associating with BBC the world’s most valued
trusted recognized and authoritative brand that
sets English language standard world wide.

Quality teaching using latest technology
at the best price.

Better results in terms of command on
fluent spoken English.

Help in growing parent’s confidence in your
school by addressing the parents concern about
their child’s English speaking ability.

Increased student enrollment.

Ability to generate revenue with optimum
use of space

Our offer:
As our valued Academic Partner we will
contribute in your academic excellence.

Course is designed for Eight level
i.e. class 1 to 8.

40 Software led classes per student per level.
 
Teacher training support to be provided by us
which will be on a continuous basis and
certification to be provided.

Worksheets for practice.

Parent-student APP for self practice.

Course completion certificate
endorsed by BBC-EE

Branding support (Standard display board)

Padhega Bharat, 3rdfloor, Town hall committee,  Tilak Road ,
Swargate – Pune, Maharashtra


